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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this research was to test whether the effectiveness of hints offered in a computer programme
for word problem solving can be enhanced by combining visual schemas with spoken instruction (audio
and visual input) instead of written instruction with visual schemas (visual only input). In complex tasks,
audio/visual information is easier to comprehend than visual only information (Clark and Mayer, 2011,
call this the ‘modality effect'). In a first study, it was tested on the basis of 6 word problems whether
grade 5 students (n ¼ 20) better improved their solution plans using audio plus visual schemas than
students who were provided with text plus visual schemas (n ¼ 21). We found that students who worked
with audio/visual hints had less difficulty in translating the hints information into their solution plans.
The second study was based on a programme containing 48 word problems in which hints use was
optional. The students in the audio-visual condition (n ¼ 28) solved more problems correctly and per-
formed better on a post-test than the students in the text-visual condition (n ¼ 30). These results seem to
support our expectation that the modality of hints affects students' comprehension and ability levels in
solving word problems.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In primary education, word problem solving plays an important
role in mathematics. A word problem is a textual description of a
mathematical problem situation, which has to be solved with the
help of mathematical concepts and procedures (Jacobse, 2012;
Martin & Mullis, 2013). For instance: In a train there are 27
women, 45 men and a number of children. The children are 1/5 of
all people in the train. How many children are there in the train?

In mathematics textbooks as well as in tests for the higher
grades of primary education, solving word problems forms a pre-
dominant element (Van der Schoot, 2008; Verschaffel, Greer, & De
Corte, 2000). However, many students have difficulty with this type
of exercise. Generally, this difficulty is not caused by students' lack
of mathematical knowledge. The real problem is that often they do
not know how to use their knowledge properly to solve the word
problems correctly (Jacobse, 2012; Schoenfeld, 1992; Verschaffel
et al., 1999). According to Schoenfeld (1992), the process of suc-
cessful problem solving is defined by the following episodes: 1)
read and analyse the problem, 2) explore the required mathemat-
ical knowledge, 3) make and execute a plan, and 4) verify the
answer. Novice problem solvers spend more time on executing

their solution plans (calculation) than on adequately analysing and
exploring the problem items (Schoenfeld, 1992). And because stu-
dents vary in their ability to use the episodes effectively during the
problem solving process, individual support is often needed.

In order to help students, computer programmes have been
designed which provide instructional support based on individual
guidance and feedback (Adams et al., 2014; Li & Ma, 2010; Zhang,
Liu, de Pablos, & She, 2014). Support can promote and encourage
students' cognitive and metacognitive activities in the problem
solving process (Bannert, Hildebrand, & Mengelkamp, 2009).
Metacognitive activity is related to students' knowledge of when
and why to use a particular cognitive strategy to solve a problem
(Donker, De Boer, Kostons, Dignath-Van Ewijk, & Van der Werf,
2014). For example, in solving complex problems students can be
aided by using Schoenfeld's episodes: reading and analysing the
problem, explore solutions, formulate a plan and implement it
(Zimmerman, 2008). Instructional support can help students in
working with these episodes and offer strategies (e.g. underlining
the key numbers and words to be able to read and analyse the
problem or making a schema to explore possible solutions). This
metacognitive guidance promotes students' learning (Bannert,
Sonnenberg, Mengelkamp, & Pieger, 2015; Berthold, Nückles, &
Renkl, 2007). However, instructional support should be easy to
use for students. If this is not the case, they will be less inclined to
use it or will only use it superficially (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007;E-mail address: w.d.de.kock@nhl.nl.
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McLaren, Van Gog, Ganoe, & Karabinos, 2016; Roll, Aleven,
McLaren, & Koedinger, 2007; Winters, Greene, & Costich, 2008).

1.1. Instructional support that is helpful and easier to understand

One approach to offer instructional guidance is direct instruc-
tion: students are instructed step-by-step how to solve word
problems in a particular mathematics subdomain (e.g. addition and
subtraction) (e.g. Jitendra et al., 2009). After the instruction the
students are asked to practise with similar problems after which
they receive feedback on their answers. Especially in special pri-
mary education direct instruction has been proven to be effective
(Fuchs et al., 2009; Fuchs, Powell, et al., 2010; Fuchs, Zumeta, et al.,
2010). A drawback of this approach, however, is that it cannot be
transferred to types of problems (e.g division problems) which have
not been trained. That is why other researchers are in favour of
guided instruction which stimulates students to only use the
problem solving episodes and seek instructional support when
they really need it. Part of the training element in the guided in-
struction approach is to make students aware of where in the
problem solving process (in which episode) they get stuck, and
which help they actually need. In other words: students are trained
in developing metacognitive skills in using the episodes of problem
solving. They are taught how to regulate their process and monitor
the obstacles they encounter (Hohn & Frey, 2002; Ku, Harter, Liu,
Thompson, & Cheng, 2007; Sfard & Kieran, 2001). Schoenfeld
(1992) promoted students' use of the episodes by posing proce-
dural questions. In a guided instruction approach, his episodes can
be used to have students think critically about the steps in the
problem solving process.

Most of the computer programmes for word problem solving
are based on the problem solving episodes of Schoenfeld (1992)
(e.g. Chung & Tam, 2005; Jacobse, 2012; Jacobse & Harskamp,
2009; Kramarski & Gutman, 2006; Teong, 2003). They stimulate
students in analysing the items, finding or reconstructing the
numbers and concepts to work with and deciding what to do with
them. The episodes help the students self-regulate their problem
solving activities as discussed above. In order to make students use
help throughout the whole process, the programmes offer hints
which present cognitive strategies (via visual schemas and expla-
nations) in each episode: a) understand the problem situation
(episodes: read, analyse and explore), b) find a solution plan (epi-
sodes: plan and implement) and c) check the answer (episode:
verify). The programmes invite the students to consider how to
solve the problem item in a systematic way following the episodes.
Each schema in the episodes indicates the relationship between the
problem's relevant (numerical and textual) elements and an
appropriate solution plan. In this way, a mental model of the
problem can be constructed (Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 1999). To
help form this mental model the schema is clarified by textual
explanations.

When using hints in word problem solving, the student's
working memory has to process much information. This is because
the student has to focus on the problem and the episodes-related
hints simultaneously. How can this load on the working memory
be reduced? One way is to present the hint information more
efficiently. In this paper wewant to investigate if the cognitive load
caused by hints can be lessened by replacing textual explanations
by audio explanations.

As a hint usually consists of a visual schema combined with
written explanations, all information is processed visually. This
visual presentation of information could play a role in the overload
of the working memory. According to multimedia theory, the
working memory is less burdened if new information is presented
as a combination of images and spoken instead of written

explanations. By presenting information in an audio and a visual
mode, it is easier for the working memory to process it. This is
because the working memory is also equipped with a visual and an
audio part. This view on information processing has been tested as
the modality principle (Clark & Mayer, 2011). The modality prin-
ciple has been applied successfully to tasks where students had to
process new content (see for reviews of the modality principle:
Ginns, 2005 and Reinwein, 2012). In many studies (e.g. Harskamp,
Mayer, & Suhre, 2007) it was shown that splitting up the content of
a study text into a visual part (images depicting events like the
hunting behaviour of a cat or the stages in the development of
lightning) and an audio part (spoken explanations) made learning
more effective than when the information was presented in text
(written explanations) plus visual images. It seems that spoken text
combined with visual images enlarges the capacity of the working
memory in comparison to written text complemented by visual
images.

However, not much is known about the effect of modality when
it is applied to hints. A hint could be regarded as an extra task
meant to help solve a primary task (e.g. a word problem). This extra
task, however, increases the cognitive load on the working mem-
ory, because not only the main task has to be anchored in the mind
but also the hint information. Could the modality effect also apply
to hints? In word problem solving, does partitioning the content of
a hint into a visual representation of the problem situation and
audio explanations have more effect on learning than the tradi-
tional hint consisting of a schema plus text explanations?

To our knowledge, so far only Atkinson (2002) examined the
effect of hints with respect to audio versus text modality. Atkinson
(2002) did so in mathematics education. In his study on hints-
based problem solving, part of the student sample could use
hints presented via a visual schema combined with textual in-
struction while the other half was offered hints via the same visual
schema combined with audio instruction. The results showed that
the group that had used the audio hints had higher scores on the
post-test than the other group. In the study the students were free
to use hints or not. The effect of the audio-visual condition was
small but significant. Other than this study no further research has
as yet been conducted on the effect of modality in hints. Therefore,
we first looked at studies of pedagogical agents. Part of the function
of pedagogical agents is to give cognitive support to students dur-
ing problem solving. We established that much of the research on
pedagogical agents is about this role.

A pedagogical agent is a human-like figure who verbally com-
municates with the learner by responding to his/her input through
feedback. The pedagogical agent can play different roles in a
learning environment, such as: demonstrating techniques, model-
ling learning behaviour, providing cognitive support and hints,
coaching, giving motivational support, and testing (Clarebout, Elen,
Johnson, & Shaw, 2002).

Moreno, Mayer, and Lester (2000, 2001) studied the modality
effect of pedagogical agents on learning. They concluded that stu-
dents whose pedagogical agents communicatedwith them through
voice and images, demonstrated higher scores on recall and
transfer tests than students who were supported by agents that
communicated through on-screen text and images. In 2002, Mor-
eno and Meyer reported on similar results in connection with the
use of pedagogical agents in virtual reality learning environments.
Audio explanations combined with animations as a means to
communicate the learning tasks resulted in higher scores on recall
and transfer tests than text explanations plus animations (Moreno
& Mayer, 2002). In his studies, Atkinson (2002) also confirmed the
modality effect of pedagogical agents in virtual reality environ-
ments. Mayer, Dow, and Mayer (2003) used an environment in
which an agent helped students to understand the functionality of
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